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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
Winter 2020 / 21 has seemed to drag on this year. Not only have we been beset by long
periods of rain, but we have also endured some especially cold weather with biting
winds. On top of all that, of course, we have been in lockdown and unable to visit our
favourite haunts, unless they are located nearby and we go there for the purpose of
exercise. That said, there have been some days with glorious winter sunshine when a
walk in the countryside has lifted the spirits.
As I write this in mid-February, things are beginning to look up, with signs of spring
emerging all around us. Snowdrops and primroses are flowering and birds are singing
their mating songs. Soon, the early bumblebees will be out seeking nectar from
lungwort, comfrey and other early-flowerers. When will the first showing of overwintered butterflies appear? Who will be the first to hear a chiffchaff? Although we are
restricted in what we can do at the moment, there is still so much to look forward to.
Your committee took the view early on in the pandemic that we should continue holding
members’ meetings monthly (except in summer), albeit by Zoom rather than in person.
This has proved to be popular and successful, with more and more members prepared
to brave the technology and ‘give it a try’. Now that tentative dates have been
announced for the easing of lockdown measures, it is clear that we will have to continue
with Zoom meetings for March, April and May. When it is deemed safe to do so, we will
start the programme of outdoor meetings during the summer. All being well, we hope to
return to St George’s Hall for the September meeting.
This year marks the 40th anniversary of the Society’s foundation: quite some
achievement! But how should we celebrate this milestone? The committee will be
considering this over the course of the next couple of months, with the hope of being
able to arrange something for later this year. If you have any suggestions you would
like to feed into the debate, please let me know.
Note for your diary
As mentioned above the April and May meetings will both be via Zoom

Tuesday 20th April at 7.30 pm. Dylan Robert will be the speaker on ’Trout, Sea Trout and
Salmon’
Tuesday 18th May at 7.30 pm. The evening will start with the Annual General Meeting and
this will be followed by our guest speaker, Alex Barlow, on ‘Hares, Folklore and diseases’.

Peter Bowers
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FEATURES
Cracking good bird sighting
On the 3rd February Shelia and I were just returning from our morning’s ‘lockdown’ walk.
As we turned into our close there was a kerfuffle overhead as a herring gull and a crow
were mobbing a bird making an unusual rattling call. Our first thought was that it was a
jay or a green woodpecker but as soon as it landed we could see, almost certainly, that
it was a nutcracker. I rushed the few doors down to home to get my binoculars and
when I got back I was able to make a positive ID. Unfortunately, in my excitement I did
not pick up a camera but, by the time I had returned again, it had flown.
You may ask why I was so excited, but this was an ultra rare sighting and I have only
seen one once before in the UK, a good 55 years ago when I lived in Essex. I reported
the sighting immediately to the Devon Birds Recorder who have accepted and recorded
the sighting.
The reason we were able to identify
this bird was that we had seen
Eurasian
(spotted)
nutcrackers
(Nucifraga
caryocatactes)
in
Switzerland and Clark’s nutcrackers
(Nucifraga columbiana) in the
Canadian Rockies. The birds in
Canada were very tame coming
near you outside cafes and around
your feet on mountain paths.
Although
their
colouring
and
markings are different, the body
language is very similar. The call
is quite distinctive but similar
to calls made by jays or some
thrushes.

Eurasian spotted nutcracker
(internet stock photo)

There are three species
of
nutcracker
(Nucifraga) all being members of the family
Corvidae. They include the two already
mentioned
and
the
Kashmiri
nutcracker
(Nucifraga multipunctata) which, from my
internet research, appears to be much like a
larger version of the Eurasian species. Their main
diet is pine nuts and whilst none of the species
are migratory, they will leave their usual ranges if
a cone crop failure causes a food shortage. Their
bills are specialized tools for extracting seeds
from pine cones.
Clark’s nutcracker

It was interesting to note, that when I looked
(Photo by Peter Richardson)
at images of nutcrackers online a very large
number of the photos were actually of starlings in
their
sparkling
breeding
plumage,although they are a considerably smaller bird.
I will finish on a note of encouragement to all birdwatchers which is; ‘believe your own
eyes’. There have been very few recorded sightings of nutcrackers but when I was
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checking there appeared to be a lot more reported sightings over the years than the
RSPB or BTO were prepared to accept.
I have had personal experience of this on
three occasions with other birds or bird behaviour, and in each case was able to prove
they were being too cautious. As a result they did eventually record my sightings so my
message is, if you are sure of yourself, don’t be too easily put off.
Peter Richardson
Westland Oasis ramblings (Photos by Claire Penney)
It was several years ago when I finally faced up to the fact I was a control freak – only a
gardening one, but still - - I was on the spectrum, that bell shaped curve, somewhere near the top, far from the
left where nature rules and far from the right where Man (or Woman) subdues. I carry
examples of the two extremes in my head.
On the left lives one of my gardening friends. His front garden is a bramble patch all
the way from the gate to the front door. The only attention it gets is cutting back any
enthusiastic bramble that grabs him on the journey. No, he isn't lazy, he likes it like
that. At blossom time he revels in the fluttering and buzzing, at fruiting time in the
flurry of feeding birds and all year in the scuffling busyness of the undergrowth. The
back garden is a wild space with little random islands of cultivated vegetable patches
and a greenhouse which once grew tomatoes but is now filled with an impenetrable
grape vine. To humans that is; wild life abounds.
On the right is another friend’s garden. Like her house it is immaculate. The lawn would
make a bowling green envious, the beautifully colour schemed flower borders are breath
taking in full bloom and neatly sculptural in winter. There is no bird poo on her garden
furniture or slippery leaves on her garden paths. The greenhouse is spotless and tucked
away out of sight and the vegetables are in neat raised beds; I think the soil came from
Harrods.
Now, I don't presume to judge either. Every
garden is personal and precious to its guardian.
Gardeners don't need to be told that their
gardens are good for them and they don't need
lectures.
No, it was me that needed to take
stock, decide on my priorities, accept my
strengths, weaknesses and prejudices and find a
direction. For me that was towards the left of the
curve, to accommodate rather than fight with
wild life, 'pests' and diseases and that involved
compromise. All that was about ten years ago so
where am I now?
Herbaceous borders; glorious in summer,
teeming with flowers, flying and crawling insects,
slugs and snails and the welcome toads. Now? In
winter? No I don't like how they look in winter.
All those bending, broken and bare stalks – and so, well, brown. Don't try to tell me
they are 'bronze'. 'copper', 'silver grey' – no, they are brown. - Sorry. O.K., when they
are frosted or snow splattered I can see some beauty but how often does that happen?
When it does I have to rush out and take a photo so that I don't forget. Rain is the
default setting in my much loved soggy garden. I long for spring weather when the
insects no longer need their hibernation homes of stems and seed heads safe from the
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cold wind and wet. Roll on March and April when I can relegate the brown stuff to the
compost heap and liberate the flowering bulbs and new green shoots. Best of all I can
do some 'editing' (green gardeners no longer 'weed').
But for the moment, as we slide into late winter, I do get pleasure from knowing that
shelter is there for the alarmingly declining insect species.
I remind myself not to apologise to my bubble visitors
on the right for the 'state of the garden' like I do for
an untidy house. I try to resist the temptation to
hide the glyphosate gel from those on the left. I
love the simple outlines of the bird filled naked
trees and the sparrow filled patchwork of
evergreens. I love the scent from the nectar
filled sweet box, winter honeysuckle, mahonia
and viburnum drifting across the garden on a still
day. I love my brassicas and roots and the chard
hanging in there, everything a bit chewed and
wind blown and muddy.
As to the future? Well this lock down has for me
been a good time for reading, learning and
reflecting on the state of our environment. My
garden provides a minute contribution to a better
habitat for local wildlife but hey – better to light one
small candle than sit in the dark and complain.
Clare Penney
(Cruwys Arms Gardeners)

Remembering Dennis Pickering
All our current members should be well aware of our annual Dennis Pickering
photographic competition. It occurred to me recently that probably very little, if
anything, is known about him so I thought maybe it was time to remedy that.
So just who was this man whose trophy the Society’s
photographers compete for each year?
Dennis was born in 1924 and grew up in the
St.Thomas part of Exeter. At a young age he spent
many happy hours during the 1930s in Perridge
Woods (just to the west of Exeter) learning the
names in Latin of the butterflies he saw. Dennis
started work in the gas industry but after a few
years undertook theological training in London after
which he entered the church. His working life as a
Minister of the Congregational which later became
the United Reformed Church, took him to Sheffield,
Plymouth and Tiverton together with Mary his wife
and their three children, Annie, Maggie and John.
In 1981 Dennis was the much respected minister at the
United Reformed Church in Tiverton when he helped
Gavin Haig set up combined meetings at Hammett Square
Surgery of the newly formed Mid Devon Natural History
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Society together with the Exmoor Natural History Society.
Using shared
material these meetings were very popular with members of the public and later a
link was also created with the SW Herpetological Society. Dennis’ particular love was
for butterflies and moths and he maintained an active interest in managing a site at
Stuckeridge for a dwindling population of
the nationally rare heath fritillary
butterfly. He was quite an orator and
was
entirely
comfortable
when
speaking in public at any gathering,
whether from a church pulpit or at a
meeting.
His other great love was
music and his skilled audio/visual
presentations were a combination of
slides, employing a fade in and out
technique using two projectors and
preset speech, overlaid with passages
of appropriate music e.g. Delius, ‘On
seeing the first Cuckoo in Spring’ Such
a method was very advanced for its
time, being well before modern digital
technology. His material was always
beautiful and he had several prerecorded talks, illustrated with atmosHeath fritillary (Melitaea athalia)
pheric landscape photographs, always
(internet stock photo)
with colourful shots of wildlife and often supplemented with passages of poetry.
Dennis loved life. He was a man of great perception and a sense of humour; he
always had time for you; he listened and cared about what you said. He was a man
of many talents. With Dennis’ love of butterflies and moths it is not surprising that
he was a founder member of the Devon Branch of the British Butterfly Conservation
Society (as it was then known) and was involved in guiding some of their fieldtrips.
In Dennis’ own words he loved ‘the wild places and things’ in the county, his
enthusiasm and knowledge being evident when you were in his company. In the early
days of the Devon Branch he gave a presentation of his ‘Flights of Fancy’ to an AGM
which enthralled the members present. Two other notable presentations for which he
provided the narration were, ‘The Return of the Large Blue’ and ‘The Butterflies of
Devon’ video. The latter was made with his friend Brenda Stephenson composing and
performing much of the music for it. He also gave these presentations to the MDNHS
(now known as Mid Devon Wildlife (MDH))
Known for his lively sense of humour, a typical example was recalled by Pete Hurst of
the Devon Branch of Butterfly Conservation when Dennis was leading a field trip in
mid Devon.
At one point the crowd of attendees was very scattered around as
people were searching about for butterflies. Realising that a number of people had
disappeared from view he shouted loudly and enthusiastically ‘Camberwell Beauty’
and, of course, everyone rushed over to where he was and he succeeded in
assembling the field trip party together.
Back in the late eighties Ralph Hopper (who sadly left us in 2018) organised a number
of visits to France, mostly to search for and study the wildlife.
The visits were
generally centred on the La Brenne Regional Nature Park near St Gaultier (the Indre
region of the Loire valley) also known as the ‘land of a thousand lakes’. Dennis was
a regular member of the group and he particularly enjoyed recording bird song
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and amphibians croaking. One glorious recording he introduced with the words
“Down at the river the nightingale and blackbird share a long duet in the stillness of
early morning”.
Gavin recalls that once, when Dennis was driving a hired car on the mountain roads
with himself, Keith and Alec Worth as nervous passengers, he appeared to be
reversing the car over a precipitous cliff edge. Alec Worth was one of the back seat
passengers and dramatically shouted out to Dennis ”alright Dennis I’ll join your
flipping church”. Ralph described how when they passed through Customs Control
on the return journey he was always able to convince the authorities that the
quantity of alcohol in his luggage was only Communion wine! One of the best
illustrations of Dennis’ approach to life was when, as the Minister at the Tiverton
United Reformed Church, he invited Ralph and his wife Julia to attend an evening
service, warning him that they shouldn't be alarmed if the congregation danced in
the aisles. To their astonishment that is what happened, with Dennis on the
tambourine. Ralph said that Dennis never attempted to preach at you, he just
exhibited by example how life should be lived.
In 1989 Dennis retired from his full time post at Tiverton. He moved to the ‘Point in
View’ a small chapel (built by the Parminter cousins in 1811) next to the National
Trust property ‘A la Ronde’ at Exmouth where he undertook duties as Chaplain. With
his wife Mary he was also informal
warden for the residents in the
Almshouses, until he finished work
completely in 2002.
He continued to take an active part in
the societies’ activities, regularly
attending AGMs but in his last few
years Dennis wasn’t in the best of
health. His enthusiasm for life did not
diminish though and, whilst it was a
great loss to him when Mary died in
2010, and he was unable to walk far,
Silver studded blue (Plebejus argus)
he would still go to his beloved
(photo by M Randle at E. Devon Common) East Devon Commons looking for silverstudded blues, small pearl-bordered and dark green fritillaries and dragonflies. He
would speak about his days out with the same
enthusiasm as he would have done as a boy.
Dennis passed peacefully and suddenly at home
on 31 August 2012 at the age of 88 years. Many
of his friends and associates from his world of
wildlife attended his memorial service at the
Southernhay United Reformed Church, Exeter and
it was a full house.
Later we learned, that in his will Dennis had left a
small bequest to the Society. The committee
eventually decided to buy a trophy in the form of
a shield to be awarded to the winner of an annual
member’s photographic competition.
The first
competition took place in 2013, with the judging

The Dennis Pickering Shield
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carried out by all members attending the annual dinner in January. It has taken place
every year since, even in this year of the Covid lockdown when it had to be conducted
by email and the results announced at the Reflections meeting in December held by
Zoom. I have to say that I felt immensely privileged to be the first winner of the
shield. Over the following eight years there have been many excellent photos
submitted and some great winners, so long may it continue. It would be nice to think
that Dennis is also aware and give a nod of approval.
I will end with the words of the Rev Martin Nicholls, who succeeded Dennis at the
Point in View Chapel and who kindly provided the above photo of Dennis. When
asked if he had personally known Dennis he replied; “No, I didn’t know Dennis
personally, only by reputation, and the enormous shoes he's left me to fill”
The above account of Dennis’ life has been compiled with the assistance of Gavin
Haig, and David Land both of whom knew Dennis well so my thanks to them.
Ralph Hopper’s comments come from the tribute he provided about Dennis in the
Autumn Newsletter 2012.

Malcolm Randle
Culm Grassland - Witheridge Moor
At the inception of developing a natural history society in 1980, I was very aware that
Mid Devon had some glorious wildlife habitats that would benefit from close
inspection and study. In turn, this would hopefully lead to learning what
species flourished in and around the Mid Devon area and perhaps the Society might be
able to help with wildlife management to encourage the flora and fauna to breed and
stay. This would work by visiting the best sites with a guide to teach us what there was
to see, and how to encourage them to stay put.
In my early days in Tiverton, I quickly learned that Mid Devon had two much loved
rivers and the Great Western Canal with a whole host of wetland wildlife and several
species rich areas of culm grassland. The culm grassland has always been a very
important wildlife reserve, and has special characteristics that make it unique. We are
surrounded by several areas of culm moorland, Hares Down, Knowstone
and
Rackenford Moors, but, for me, the essence of culm moorland is best represented by
Witheridge Moor, thankfully held by the Heathcoat Amory
family.
Witheridge Moor is currently actively managed by our
Mid Devon Wildlife member, Roger Crouch. Roger
tells me the best place to park cars is at Witheridge
Moor Cross where there is enough space to park up
to four cars close by the crossroad which is marked
‘Witheridge Moor Cross’. According to Roger you
have ‘right to roam’ access.
The wonderful thing about Witheridge Moor is that it
has just about everything a wildlife enthusiast could
wish for! The birds are numerous and so varied.
Roger has set up some two dozen nest boxes and he
records pied flycatcher and redstart in the hole fronted
nest boxes.
Greater spotted woodpeckers nest in the
Greater spotted woodpecker
(photo Malcolm Randle)
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wooded areas each year. Occasional visitors include
kestrel, merlin, red kite and hobby, as well as marsh
and willow tit. Witheridge Moor built up a reputation as
somewhere to hear the fascinating sound of the
grasshopper warbler.
Mammals are plentiful.
Roger has found common
dormouse in nest sites on the open moor, as well as
resting in nestboxes for two years running. There is
evidence of harvest mice in the larger tussocks on the
moor, and bank vole, field mouse and water shrew rub
whiskers together.

Harvest mouse

(photo by Gavin Haig)

Botanists can enjoy a field day. There is a wealth of
meadow thistle, southern marsh orchids, with heath spotted orchids. Also found in the
more marshy areas are clusters of; bog bean, bog asphodel and ragged robin as well as
the more sought after red helleborine, bog pimpernel, pale butterwort and lesser
butterfly orchid.

1.Southern marsh orchid
2. Bog asphodel
3. Bog pimpernel
4. Small pearl bordered fritillary 5. Silver ground carpet moth 6. Marbled white
(Photos by Malcolm Randle)

For me the most exciting element to the Witheridge Moor adventure on a warm sunny
afternoon is the glorious variety of Lepidoptera.
Butterflies abound in particular, the
fritillaries which include small pearl bordered, silver washed and perhaps best of all,
marsh fritillary of which culm grassland is a stronghold. Roger has done some sterling
work on managing the habitat and the life cycle of this beautiful butterfly. Later on in
the summertime there is brimstone, ringlet and all the other meadow butterflies, but for
me the best of all these are the huge numbers of marbled white gliding and gently
flitting over the moorland, radiating joy and happiness in such a perfect environment.
There are day flying moths of elegance too, including emperor moth (our only silk
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moth), clouded buff, and narrow bordered bee hawk.
To add to the moorland management scene, there are Exmoor ponies grazing to reduce
the scrub and overgrowth.
Liz Rogers has a special affinity for another culm grassland near to home, namely
Knowstone Moor at Hares Down. Parking is at the side of the road,
off to the right of the A361. Red deer are often seen on the
open moorland, along with Exmoor ponies.
Liz encourages the ornithologists to look out for kestrels,
stonechats, tree and meadow pipits, redpoll, willow
warblers and, maybe a red kite overhead. Not only the
delightful marsh fritillary but green hairstreak as well. As
you would expect the botany is colourful with orchids,
lousewort, sedges, bog asphodel and clumps of ragged
robin. Camera at the ready whenever you are on Knowstone!
Male stonechat
(photo Malcolm Randle)

We are so blessed living in Mid Devon. It’s a wildlife
rich area and is surrounded by fascinating moorland
that is quite simply unique. For me, Witheridge Moor
is the epicentre of culm grassland, so long may it
continue to flourish and fascinate.
Marsh fritillary

(photo by Gavin Haig)

Gavin Haig
Can Trees catch Covid?
Of course!
The similarities are too great to dismiss lightly. The evidence is overwhelming!
call COVID-19 just Cv and Phytopthora ramorum TCv and consider the following.

Let's

They both come from foreign lands and enter undiscovered. They arrive by air, sea and
rail. Once here, they spread like wildfire. Close proximity speeds the spread. They
remain mostly undiscovered until symptoms can hide no longer and a nucleus irrupts.
The result is death, or short and long term debility. Cv is raging in more than 150
countries. TCv affects over 150 species of vascular plant also in more than 150
countries. There are variations of both; Kent, South African, Brazilian; ramorum,
kernoviae, literalis. In the UK both diseases must be reported in certain cases, if not,
you may find yourself invited to take a seat opposite a magistrate, or even a judge. You
will then wait patiently for five years before your legal innocence is restored.
Not yet convinced? Well, I must admit to some differences.
Luckily, treatments are dissimilar for which you should be mightily relieved. For Cv,
science has magically produced a panacea in record time - plainly self-preservation! It is
a tragedy that TCv remains untamed. Science for trees is less watered with finance and
urgency so any remedy remains elusive; there is no great leap forward for our stately
friends.
Nor for cattle, pig and badger, for that matter, which all suffer unworthy
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slaughter when tainted by disease. Gun for the animals, chainsaw for larch, the method
irrelevant, the danger past.
Despite the restrictions with which we are shackled we are still able to get outside. No,
there is nothing against it, indeed, it comes highly recommended, not only by the
government but, in one particular respect, by the second highest authority in the whole
of the land. Don't go far, don't transgress, just take a short walk to a quiet place and
there, in solitude, hug a tree. Hug it tightly, a really good hug, and you may talk to it,
they do listen. And when you have finished, and your troubles shared, put your ear
close to your new friend, and listen. Listen hard, and you may detect a plaintiff, but
heartfelt, whisper - please, please, could you give me a slight pain in an upper limb.
David Leader
Editor’s Note Phytophthora ramorum is a fungal-like organism that causes the death of a
wide range of trees and shrubs. The greatest impact so far has been on larch plantations,
leading to thousands of hectares of felling around the UK. It was first discovered in the UK
in 2002 on an imported Viburnum plant. It can spread naturally in wind-blown rain (up to
four miles) but it is the trade in trees and plants that spreads this disease across the globe.

MEETINGS
Due to the continuing Covid
Zoom facility.

19 restrictions all our meetings have been held via the

Creating a Wildlife Garden - Becca Flintham - Tuesday 17th November 2020
Becca Flintham gave a most heartening talk about the value of gardening for wildlife to
our Mid Devon Wildlife Group. Becca, a talented photographer, has a close affinity with
Devon Wildlife Trust and arranges wildlife workshops. She is also a successful author
and the leader of a much respected choir.
Initially Becca was keen to emphasise there has been a catastrophic decline globally in
wildlife numbers, largely due to human interference and destruction. For example, here
in the UK over the last 50 years there has been a 68% decline in animal species. Our
wetlands have endured a 41%
reduction
in
reptiles
and
amphibians over the same period.
Human
interference
includes
powerful, intensive farming, with
hedge
and
pond
destruction,
abstraction of water and pollution.
Herbicides and pesticides have
caused an alarming overkill on our
insect, bird and mammal life.
Becca was also keen to make us
aware that one of the greatest
negative effects on this wildlife
reduction in the UK was climate
change. She emphasised that the
state of nature report 1970-2019
Flowers to attract insects
indicated that this, as well as many
(photo by Gavin Haig)
other factors, had led to a 16% reduction in butterfly and 20% decline in moth species.
Great tits are laying their eggs 11 days earlier than 30 years ago and the insect
numbers are often not sufficient to feed their fledglings. Some 26% of UK mammals

are at risk of extinction.
bat.
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This includes the red squirrel, wildcat, and the grey long-eared

Becca illustrated how we need to be focussed on preserving our garden birds which
have fallen by some 44 million since 1967.
Because of this huge reduction of wildlife in our lifetime, Becca emphasised that
gardening for wildlife has become an essential component to help restore the balance.
British gardens add up to some 15 million acres, or 6.1 million hectares, which offers a
huge potential of habitats for wildlife. Our gardens provide food, water, shelter and
breeding sites. Our much loved hedgehogs and frogs can flourish in urban, as well as
rural gardens.

1. Common toad (juvenile) 2. Common frog 3. Palmate newt
5. Large red damselflies mating 6. Hoverfly (Myathropa florae)
7. Red mason bee sealing its nest cell
(Photos taken by Malcolm Randle in own garden)

4. Hedgehog

Becca went on to use four headings to encourage wildlife in our gardens which she
listed as:
1. SOIL - encourage poor quality soil for wildflowers, since grasses of many forms will
compete in nitrogen rich soil.
Plan to remove top layer of soil, as well as the
inclusion of yellow rattle which helps to encourage wildflower survival as it is
semi parasitic and extracts nutrients from meadow grasses
2. WATER - Garden ponds are an essential element in any wildlife garden. Any pond size
will do.
Try to include oxygenating plants and keep the pond open to sunlight.
Garden ponds attract amphibians and reptiles such as common frog, toads, newts,
water beetles, dragonflies and damselflies, and grass snakes. Nearby to the pond
she suggested to create holes, tunnels, and open woodpiles as cover for reptiles and
amphibians.
3. NUTRIENTS - under the heading of nutrients, butterfly and moth food plants were
high on the list. Hedge garlic (jack by the hedge) is the food plant for the orange tip
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butterfly, alder buckthorn for the brimstone butterfly larvae, and stinging nettles in a
sunny position for peacock, small tortoiseshell, comma, and red admiral butterflies.
Another source of nutrient and a nesting site is dead wood. Minibeasts thrive in dead
wood piles and include snails and slugs, wood lice, ladybirds and wasps. Shady wood
pile sites encourage beetle larvae and earwigs whilst sunny wood piles encourage bees,
wasps, and spiders. Another excellent nutrient habitat is the compost heap for
minibeasts and as an egg laying site for grass snakes.
4. POLLINATION AND PROPAGATION - Our primary pollinators are honey bees,
bumblebees, hoverflies and butterflies and moths. Bee logs and bee hotels are occupied
by mason bees and other solitary bees. Becca pointed out that there are excellent bee
hotels at Bicton Garden Centre but it is fun to encourage children to create bee nests
with bamboo twigs, some 2 mm to 8 mm max and placed in a sunny south facing site.
This will help pollination and propagation. Our native trees help the propagation plan.
Good ones for wildlife, according to Becca, are wild
cherry, crabapple, barberry (berberis), mountain ash
(rowan), hornbeam, as well as oak, beech and elm.
Bird propagation can be helped with a selection of nest
boxes. Hole fronted for blue tit, great tit and coal
tit and open fronted for robin, wren, and hopefully,
spotted flycatcher.
We all agree wholeheartedly with Becca that we must
avoid herbicides and pesticides in our wildlife gardens

Blue tit leaving nest box
(photo Malcolm Randle)

With such a comprehensive list of species and
habitats, many of you will have gathered that Becca’s
underlying message is that wildlife gardens become
sacred spaces. They are sanctuaries for healing and
pleasure and the more varied the wildlife the greater
the pleasure. I do so agree!
Gavin Haig

REFLECTIONS MEETING - 15th December 2020
A Challenge Too Far?
MDNHS (then to become MDW) was an “early adopter” of Zoom meetings. Through the
pandemic the society has enjoyed excellent speakers and suffered very little in the way
of IT glitches. However, pulling off a successful “Reflections” evening, with multiple
members giving their presentations remotely, would be more complicated. Might
wrestling with the necessary IT prove to be a step too far? With some trepidation, the
committee decided we should rise to the challenge.
With “Reflections” only days away, we were still woefully short of contributors. A late
flurry of submissions meant we had a full programme, but we were left short of time to
gel the evening together. A frenetic and fraught practice run prior to the start of the
meeting left participants stranded in the Zoom “waiting room”, wondering what on earth
was happening (or not happening!). Eventually the IT appeared to be sorted and
everyone was admitted to the meeting with only minutes to spare.
First up was Gavin (Haig) with an edited version of a film that David Land made at
Gavin and Holly’s former home, Spillifords. Although Gavin knew the original version
well, his i-Pad (or, dare I say, his IT skills?!), had not allowed him to watch the edit
prior to Reflections. Sadly, this left him unable to give the film as full a commentary as
he would have liked.
Despite this, he was able to share with us a few highlights of an
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enchanting wildlife garden.
Peter (Bowers) then showed us what he had been up to in lockdown. He had spotted
something that most of us would not have given a second glance – small clusters of

Eggs

and
of the vapourer moth

Caterpillar

(photos by Peter Bowers)

of eggs on pieces of plastic and wood not far from his backdoor.
With an enquiring
mind and excellent powers of observation, he went on to study and photograph the
fascinating life cycle of the vapourer moth.
See: https://butterfly-conservation.org/moths/vapourer for more information.
The highlight, for him and us, was surely the moment he managed to photograph the
recently emerged (and flightless) female being mated.
Then it was down to the stream below my house. Firstly, I shared how, in the late
autumn, with trout migrating upstream to spawn, a heron had found the perfect fishing
spot. The heron would wait, motionless and “ankle deep” in the river, lunging forward to
grab an unsuspecting fish when it came within easy reach. Subsequently, I placed a
short stick in the bank to photograph another river inhabitant. Kevin Keatley, with a
wealth of experience photographing kingfishers, had taught me that a suitably placed
perch was likely to be used by the resident
kingfishers. He was spot on and the result
appears on one of the MDW cards.
Keeping up the tradition of our pre-Christmas
meetings in St George’s Hall, for me (and I hope
many of you) it was then mulled wine and mince
pies during a short break. After the break, Paul
(Pratley), in a departure from his usual sound
recordings, took us on a journey through the
countryside showing us what animal tracks and
signs we should be looking out for. As with
a knowledge of bird song, being able to recognise
Badger track
tracks and signs can greatly enhance the pleasure
(photo by Paul Pratley)
of a walk. The photo that threw me completely was what I thought must be a deer
wallow. In fact, it was where wild boar had been feeding. Not something that is
common here in mid Devon but, with a few escapees about, something to keep a look
out for. Our resident film maker and “word magician”, David (Hennings), started by
asking us “How do you know that there’s an elephant in your fridge?”.
The not-soobvious answer was “There’s large foot-prints in your butter”.
So, it was with the
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hedgehog droppings on his lawn. He then went on to show us his hedgehog hotel and
how visitors would book in (and out) throughout the night. A lovely film with an
excellent narration. Interestingly, one regular visitor would always “book out” before
dawn. We, and David, were left wondering why!
Thank you to everyone who made Reflections 2020 such a success.

Stephen Powles
The Dennis Pickering Photo Competition 2020
Things were very different this year: the DP Competition went online, and ended with a
Zoom! Because of falling demand, and then the disruption of the Coronavirus pandemic,
we were forced to cancel the Annual Dinner in January 2021. That meant we had to find
a new home for judging our annual Photo Competition, and we decided that it might fit
instead into our ‘Reflections’ evening in December. The timing was right, as that would
give us more than two weeks between the deadline for submitting photo entries (30th
November) and Reflections (15th December), which should allow plenty of time for
members to vote on their favourite photos. Then, we could announce the results at the
end of the ‘Reflections’ talks, and show the winning photos on Zoom, courtesy of
Stephen in the evening’s chair.
As ever, we had asked members for photographs of wildlife and landscapes from Devon
and surrounding counties. This remit meant it didn’t matter that members had been
restricted to their home turf for much of the year. Entries were slow to come in, but my
fears of small numbers were unfounded, and by the deadline we had 28 entries. The
collection was very high quality in terms of the photos themselves and the diversity of
their subjects. It was a delight to go through them all.
From December 1st, with help from members of the committee, all the entries were put
into various online formats and circulated to members, with hard copy to those without
online access. A voting form was provided with the photos, so members could vote
electronically and return their votes to me. This worked very well, and it was good to
give all MDW members the chance to vote, not just those who attended the annual
dinner, as in the past. It was a pleasure to announce the three winning members at the
‘Reflections’ evening (see below for their photos). Once again, Malcolm Randle won the
crown as the clear winner, with a beautiful image of a honey bee pollinating a flower.
His other photo entry of a foraging bumblebee won 3rd place – so, there were three
winning photographers and 4 winning photos. Adam Lake was 2nd with a brilliantly wellcomposed picture of a Canada Goose gosling and its mother. Marilyn Pocock was 4 th (3rd
photographer) with a superbly atmospheric picture taken by Cadbury Castle on a misty
morning. Many congratulations to everyone who entered the competition in 2020. Your
excellent photos cheered us up at the end of a very strange and depressing year. We
hope for another brilliant collection at the end of 2021. Keep getting those top shots!
Liz Rogers

1st

2nd
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3rd

4th

The Voyage of the Beagle: James Taylor by Zoom - February 16th 2021
James Taylor is a former Curator at the National Maritime Museum, who came to tell us
about the second voyage of The Beagle from 1831-36, which included Charles Darwin as
naturalist-on-board. MDW’s modern natural historians associate the young Darwin
mainly with his short stay on the Galapagos Islands, but James gave us a much broader
picture of the whole voyage from the beginning in South America. Darwin also had a
major role as companion to the expedition leader, Robert Fitzroy, and was part of a
team, including a succession of artists, who surveyed, collected and portrayed the
landscapes, people and wildlife of the countries they visited. Without photography,
paintings and engravings were as important as written records, so it was good to see
the expedition through the eyes of the accompanying artists. A constant stream of
specimens from each area visited was sent home by Darwin, so that professionals back
in Britain could analyse all discoveries, and he spent the rest of his life developing ideas
and writing about what he had seen and collected.

The Beagle off Tierra del Fuego
(watercolour by Conrad Martens)

Darwin was overwhelmed by
the diversity of wildlife (and
people)
he
found
when
travelling overland in South
America from various ports of
call, before re-joining The
Beagle. Nicknamed “Phylos” or
“Philosopher” by his mates, he
was soon speculating on why
there was so much variation
between
closely
related
creatures – like; why were
there two forms of rhea?
Why were the fossils of giant
sloths he found so like the
small ones in the tropical forest
he had just seen?

Fitzroy’s tasks were surveying, charting and mapping the path of the expedition. His
equipment included 22 chronometers, which provided an uninterrupted sequence of
readings all round the world – the first ever. He was later to become the initiator of
weather forecasts for shipping and much else.
Plotting a course from Brazil via the
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Falkland Islands and Tierra del Fuego, the Beagle sailed up the west coast of S America.
There they saw the catastrophic effects of an earthquake – again a revealing instance of
instability on earth. Crossing over from Ecuador to the Galapagos Islands, Darwin spent
five weeks there. Variations between the giant tortoises, mockingbirds and finches of
different islands again set Darwin’s mind wondering how this tallied with the idea of one
Creation event. But The Beagle was soon on the move again, going to New Zealand and
Australia via Tahiti, and thence back across the Indian Ocean and round the tip of Africa
to the Atlantic. Darwin and Fitzroy both changed our knowledge of the world for ever,
as would become apparent in the following decades.
Our thanks to James for a most enjoyable evening, as he brought vividly to life the
details of this momentous voyage and its personnel.
Liz Rogers
Editor’s Note 1
A 1978 BBC television serial depicted the life of Charles Darwin. It encompassed his
university days to the 1859 publication of his book ‘On the Origin of Species’.
Based on his own letters, diaries and journals, especially The Voyage of the Beagle, it
starred Malcolm Stoddard as Darwin and Andrew Burt as Captain Robert FitzRoy. It
is available to watch on YouTube link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hoDaxVIVPE
Editor’s Note 2
Should anyone be in the vicinity of Down House (Orpington, BR6 7JT) which was
Darwin’s family home from 1842 until his death in 1882 it is well worth a visit. I spent
an afternoon there three years ago but could have happily spent a whole day. Much of
it, in particular his study, has been restored to how it would have been when Darwin
lived there with numerous artefacts associated with him. It has superb gardens and a
greenhouse where he conducted many of his plant experiments.
You can read more about it at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Down_House
Whilst there I took this photo of a superb scale model of The Beagle.
Malcolm Randle

